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STATEMENT OF INTEREST

I began to study social media use around crisis events
nearly ten years ago as a PhD student under Professor
Leysia Palen at the University of Colorado Boulder.
Professor Palen was just starting her work in crisis
informatics [2,3] at the time and the study of social media
and the digital communities they support was nascent. To
conduct this research, we adapted old methods and invented
new ones to navigate and understand the types of sociotechnical interactions we found in social media data. We
also encountered many ethical challenges as we struggled to
make good decisions around how to protect the privacy of
the people we were studying (even though, the data was
technically public).
Below are some of the ethical concerns and challenges I
have encountered while working with social media and the
digital communities they support:






Assuming social media data is representative of the
general public – Not everyone uses social media and in
a crisis event where access to the Internet or electrical
power may be limited these numbers may be even
smaller. We have encountered many (e.g., other
researchers, emergency responders, broadcast media)
that falsely assume that social media data directly
represent the activities and behaviors of the general
public. As researchers we much understand the limits
of the data we work with and help others to
contextualize our results within those limitations.
Building systems that use social media data – My
students and I have developed several applications t h at
help emergency responders collect and analyze social
media data around crisis events. What is our role in
ensuring that systems we create for collecting, storing,
and analyzing social media data maintain ethical
standards? Could our systems be used to violate the
privacy of social media users or to make false
assumptions upon which emergency responders act?
Handling deleted data - We recently collected data
from public Facebook pages created around a large
wildfire. Shortly after the immediate wildfire danger
passed, the administrators of several pages deleted the
page. Since we collected data from the pages before
they were removed, a challenge for us now is to decide
how we can use the data we collected. Can we still
report on this data? Do we limit what we can say about





the data? The act of deleting the account is interesting
behavior and we would like to at least report that X
number of accounts were deleted. Researchers have
encountered similar issues when working with Twitter
messages that are later deleted [1].
Changing definitions of human subject research –
Perspectives on whether collecting and analyzing
public social media data constitutes human subject
research have changed over time. To be safe, we have
often sought human subjects research approval even
when it was not required because we felt an ethical
obligation to protect the rights of those who we study.
However, we have noticed over time that internal
review boards have become more restrictive about
what kinds of social media research require approval.
As a busy researcher, it can be challenging to stay
abreast of these changes.
Sharing of Personal Data – During a crisis, people
often share personal information about themselves or
others in an effort to facilitate relief efforts . We have
often seen people share names, phone numbers, and
even locations of people in a vulnerable state over
social media. Though this information is publically
available, what obligations do we have as researchers
to protect the privacy of those we study? If we discover
information that could help or harm someone are we
obligated to act?

In this workshop, I hope to discuss some of these ethical
challenges and learn more about how others are
approaching similar types of concerns. Rarely are there
clear answers, and we have much to learn from each other
as digital research continues to rapidly evolve. I look
forward to engaging in larger conversations about the ethics
and obligations that we have as researchers when studyin g
digital communities and I hope to learn more about how I
can make more ethical decisions in my own research.
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